
Welcome to KNOWLA LIVESTOCK December 2019

As we tick over another year it has been a trying time. 
Fortunately, our commitment to an annual pasture and fertilizer 
program, and a willingness to both sell and feed early has 
allowed us to maintain our herd numbers to this point. It has 
been challenging offering advice or assistance to friends 
and clients effected by fires, lack of feed and water, in worse 
circumstances than our own.
It will break, and there is no doubt that the country will respond 
– it has had a good fallow! Likewise, all the market signals are 
very positive. Cattle within market specs have continued to sell 
very well throughout, and these rates will only improve when 
we reach the drought endpoint.
We continue to be excited by the performance of our genetics, 
both on farm and in our client’s herds. If nothing else, as 
the morning feed run happens, we can see the good ones 
standing out. Our steers continue to perform at all levels and 
our commitment to sire identification in the commercial herd 
produces some great data.
At the Merriwa Woolworths Prime Stock Trial, our steers more 
than held their own in all aspects of the competition again. 
Three steers sired by Dunoon Kind K1354, Knowla Jimmy 
Bartel J4 and Knowla Governor G102 had an average daily gain 
over the 90 day feeding period of 2.35 kg a day compared with 
the trial average of 1.82 kg per day. They were the liveweight 
gain winners of the competition, whilst clients Josh and Penny 
Evans, Gresford and Stone Mountain Pastoral, Vacy, entries 
were 3rd and 5th overall respectively for liveweight gain out 
of 56 mostly crossbred steer pens. The Knowla steers were 
2nd for profitability overall and 2nd in the Overall Point Score. 
Whilst not included in the overall point score, our steers were 
1st in the MSA index whilst Josh and Penny’s steers ranked 3rd 
for MSA index.
At the Upper Hunter Beef Bonanza at Scone we had two steers 
entered and prepared by Pymble Ladies College. Just on 380 
led steers were prepared for the competition with Euro cross 
steers taking out most of the major awards. With 92 carcase 
points, Knowla Panda sired by Dunoon Litchfield L049, was the 
second highest scoring steer in the led section competition, 
taking out the Reserve Heavyweight Championship award. 
Panda weighed 590 kilograms at 16 months of age and his 
dam was a two year old heifer! In the unled section of the 
competition, longtime client, Darryl Johnston won the Pen of 
Three Class. 

Visiting Killara feedlot recently we were delighted how our cattle 
were performing there. The two pens of sale heifers purchased 
by Killara had grown exceptionally well and had great visual 
carcase shape. Likewise, the steer draft had also done very 
well with the steers sired by Bowmont King K306 and Dunoon 
Kind K1354 the standouts in the pen. We will eagerly await the 
individual feedback on these cattle as we continue to monitor 
how all our sires perform.
Full results are not completely available yet but the carcase 
data from Cohort 7 of the Angus Sire Benchmarking trial is 
making its way into the EBV model. We have really strong 
links to Cohort 7 through a number of bulls but the one we are 
watching closely is Bowmont King K306. Both his EMA and IMF 
have improved remarkedly as a result of the carcase data from 
his steer progeny.

 

Christmas

The mighty Barrington is now not so mighty – but we are so glad to have it.

CSIRO research technicians Dom Niemeyer and Brad Hine collecting data 
from Knowla weaners.

New Zealand Angus breeders Susan and Roger Hayward and their 
stockman Jacob from Twin Oaks Angus. Can’t get them all together on a fencing job – but they can all get to the Moree races!

Ted with Robert Gill from Alexander Downs and our Champion Weight Gain Pen at the 
Merriwa Woolworths Feedlot trial.

The weight gain winning pen after 90 days on feed dressed 304 kgs at 17 months.
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Working with CSIRO
The CSIRO have been working on establishing Research 
Breeding values for Immune Competence, in association 
with industry research programs such as the Angus Sire 
Benchmarking Project. The aim of the project is to identify those 
cattle that can resist disease in stages of their life when they 
are subjected to stress such as weaning and feedlot induction. 
Increased disease resistance leads to better performance and 
a reduction in the use of antibiotics to treat sick animals.
Already the trial has shown that there are differences in the 
cattle population for immune competence, and that it appears 
to be a heritable trait. This will enable the prediction of an 
animal’s ability to produce an immune response when placed 
under stress. In time it should enable the production of values 
for the genetic merit of immune competence allowing future 
selection for health.
The CSIRO research project is now at the stage of collecting 
data from industry cooperator herds, and our 2019 autumn 
weaners were amongst the first inducted into the project. They 
are all DNA tested and analyzed through the weaning process 
and will be monitored into the feedlot next year. Weighed twice 
and measured for flight speed it was interesting to note that 
they gained a little bit of weight going through our ten day 
weaning process.

Benchmarking Cohort 7 results
We place a lot of emphasis on data collection, with a 
commitment to establishing good links with the Angus Sire 
Benchmarking project. We collect a lot of good accurate 
data on farm, such as for growth traits, but benchmarking 
allows good comparisons across the Angus gene pool as 
well as providing data on the hard to collect traits such as 
actual carcase data. Cohort 7 included our sires Wattletop 
Lock L4 and Bowmont King K306 as well as AI sires Millah 
Murrah Lock Up L133 and Gates Kipling K7. 
At the conclusion of each cohort it is interesting to note 
that many sires do not alter their standing within the breed 
by any great degree, high growth bulls are generally still 
high for growth and so on. Lock L4 maintained his status 
as a high growth bull within the breed with both top 1% 
growth and carcase weight. 
But, occasionally you do get some notable exceptions, and 
Bowmont King is one such bull. When he was submitted 
for benchmarking, he had no progeny data influencing 
his EBV’s and he was +8.9 for EMA and +3.4 for IMF – 
both well placed within the breed. After genomic testing 
and progeny coming through to scanning age, his EMA 

rose to top 1% at +11, but his IMF had fallen to +2.5, still 
around the top 20%. Three years on, with a lot more progeny 
data, performance of relatives also in the mix, and now actual 
carcase data as opposed to just scanning information in his 
carcase figures, King is a unique individual. He is one of only 
five HBR sires with an EMA of +15, and the only one of those 
HBR sires with breed leading IMF as well. No other Angus HBR 
sire comes close to matching his mix of +15.1 for EMA and 
+3.8 for IMF.
Whilst we do not promote extremes in our breeding program, 
King is unique in that he can be regarded as extreme in two 
traits that are generally antagonistic. You do not usually find 
muscularity and high marbling in the same animal. Whilst 
King’s growth has come back to around the breed average 
level, he has maintained his carcase weight within the top 10% 
of the breed – a great outcome.
We have sold a number of King sons at our past two sales 
and it is good to be able to report that as a result of their sire’s 
influence, their carcase EBV’s have also improved. He will also 
be the dominant sire in our 2020 sale team and is still on the 
job as a joining sire for our 2022 group. And for good measure 
he has commercial weaner steers in the CSIRO Immune 
Competency research trial.



  

 

Thanks to all those supporters that make our sale a huge success.

72/72 Angus bulls average $7438     107/107 heifers average $1,190

Maccas Pastoral were major buyers and represented by Ross Edwards, Nathan Hall, 
Robert Mackenzie and Bruce Mackenzie with James Laurie and Rodney McDonald.

Long term clients John and Matt Stidolph with Knowla Payload P08.James Laurie, Emelia Lieb, Pennie Lieb, Jamie Grosser, Margo Duncan, 
Paul Dooley, Aaron Lieb and Alyvia Lieb with Knowla Navigator N206. 

Ben Pritchard ‘Mill Creek’, James Laurie, Paul Dooley, Ted Laurie with Knowla 
Payload P05.

Vaile of Cedar Party via Wingham secured three young sires 
to a  top of $12,000 for Patriot P28. Repeat buyers, Joe Berry, 
Nic and Kylie Johnston and John Stidolph all paid $10,000 for 
their selections.

Macca’s Pastoral were the major buyers for their significant 
Gloucester and Salt Ash aggregation securing 22 bulls at an 
average of just over $6,000. Joining just over 2000 cows they 
would be largest weaner and feeder steer producer in the 
Gloucester district.

There was strong local support from the Rawdon Vale area 
with repeat clients, the Johnston family, Cameron Laurie 
Partnership, and John Gillies and Karen Miles all securing three 
lots. Another return buyer, Durness Station at Tea Gardens put 
together a draft of 4 bulls.

The draft of 107 yearling heifers met strong competition, selling 
to a top of $1500 to Darryl and Mavis Johnston of Gloucester 
River. Elders purchased two pens of heifers on behalf of 
Killara feedlot at a $1250 average, reflecting the strong feedlot 
demand underpinning the industry.

Vaile of Cedar Party via Wingham secured three young sires 
to a  top of $12,000 for Patriot P28. Repeat buyers, Joe Berry, 

Sale Total Clearance
In what we felt was a vote of confidence for the beef industry 
and our program, a complete clearance was achieved at our 
11th annual sale. 179 head were cleared in just over an hour 
by auctioneer Paul Dooley and Elders at the Knowla selling 
centre at Kanangara Kia Ora. The vast majority of the offering 
stayed in the local area between Singleton and Taree.

The top price of $18,000 was paid by Mill Creek Angus at 
Stroud for the 17 month old Knowla Payload P05. Weighing 
736 kilograms Payload was selected by many judges as one 
of the outstanding lots in the sale. Mill Creek also paid $1300 
for a pen of weaner heifers.

The second top price of $16,000 was paid twice. Margo Duncan 
and family of Boambee Angus at Seaham selected Navigator 
N206 as their first choice. At 21 months of age and weighing 
866 kilograms Navigator was one of the highest growth bulls 
in the sale. The Duncan family also purchased two other lots 
in National N64 and Notable N108, both at $8000.

Greg and Gai Falla ‘Glen Avon’ Stratford secured two bulls, 
paying $16,000 for Nobleman N127 and $8,000 for Nobleman 
N144, both sons of Bowmont King K306. Mark and Wendy 
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